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Editor’s Note 
The Chapman Law Review is proud to present the second 

issue of the seventeenth volume. This issue opens with a 
“paper-only symposium,” a collection of scholarly articles written 
in response to the inquiry of “What Can Law and Economics 
Teach Us About the Corporate Social Responsibility Debate?” 

Professor Jonathan Macey begins the conversation on 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) with an explanation of 
why, when viewing a corporation as a collection of contracts and 
describing the CSR debate in terms of the corporation’s 
contractual rights and obligations to its shareholders, the 
shareholder’s value in a corporation would decrease if the 
corporation were to owe fiduciary duties to other claimants. 

Professor Andrew Spalding focuses on international business 
practices and crime. Using the principles of law and economics, 
he demonstrates how one country’s attempt at deterring 
extraterritorial bribery can lead to an increase of the criminal 
activity in general. Professor Spalding suggests that CSR 
literature may be better equipped to address these concerns. 

Professor Robert Miller explains how the law and economics 
of CSR can be seen most clearly through the application of the 
Coase theorem, whereby CSR preferences will be realized to the 
extent that a party is willing to pay for them, as illustrated 
through the exploration of a corporation’s relationship with 
various entities—such as customers, employees, and suppliers. 
Framed in this light, Professor Miller then raises the question of 
whether CSR pursuits are truly moral. 

Professor Donald Kochan draws a comparison between CSR 
advocates and rent-seekers—those who seek to forward their 
agenda through manipulation of the legal landscape. Professor 
Kochan offers the Alien Tort Statute litigation that started in the 
1980s as a case study in CSR advocate behavior. 

Mr. Milton Friedman’s impact on the discourse of law and 
economics is immeasurable, and we have the honor and the 
privilege of reprinting a portion of his last interview discussing 
CSR, accompanied by an introduction by the interviewer, 
Professor Russell Roberts. 

This portion of the journal also offers a non-traditional 
article titled “Dodge v. Ford Motor Co.: Primary Source and 
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Commentary Material,” which the Law Review has referred to 
internally as “the newspaper project.” This piece is centered on 
the seminal Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. case and is a collection of 
primary source materials detailing the history of the case, a 
transcript of Ford’s cross-examination, and materials showing 
the press reaction to the case outcome. Professor Linda 
Kawaguchi, Director of the Law Library, emphasizes in her 
introduction the importance of this type of research in the 
greater context of legal research and scholarship. 

Dean Tom Campbell concludes the portion of this issue 
dedicated to CSR in an Afterword that provides insight into the 
articles in this collection while also challenging the propositions 
advanced through this scholarship. 

Following the CSR-themed collection are three transcripts 
that reflect the exciting and inspiring events that have taken 
place on our campus this school year. First, on September 10, 
2013, the Chapman University community gathered for a 
dedication ceremony to celebrate the renaming of our law school 
to The Dale E. Fowler School of Law at Chapman University 
following the generous donation of Chapman University alumnus 
Dale E. Fowler and his wife, Sarah Ann. Not only was the 
dedication event well-attended, Chapman Law Review has the 
privilege of publishing the dedication ceremony remarks of 
former Secretary of State Hon. George Shultz, Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals Chief Judge Alex Kozinski, President of 
Chapman University President James Doti, Chapman University 
Chairman of the Board of Advisors Wylie Aitken, Dean Tom 
Campbell, and finally Dale E. Fowler himself. 

The next two transcripts are from the Chapman Dialogue 
Series, a lecture series that invites cutting edge legal scholars to 
our campus to present their innovative ideas before an audience 
of faculty, students, and guests. The first transcript is from the 
lecture presented by Mr. Kenneth Feinberg regarding his unique 
role as a trustee of funds created as a result of our country’s most 
tragic events. In the second transcript, Dean Douglas Sylvester of 
Arizona State University discusses different business models and 
ideas to extend legal training and education beyond a law 
student’s graduation. We extend our gratitude to Dean Daniel 
Bogart for his role in facilitating these dialogues and their 
publication in our journal. 

We round out this issue with three student notes. First, 
Senior Articles Editor Ericka Evans explores why celebrity 
goodwill should be a divisible marital asset in California; next, 
Senior Notes and Comments Editor Lauren Vanga discusses the 
role of parental rights in anti-bullying education; and finally, I 
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am grateful for the opportunity to share my note regarding the 
rights and protections of employees with depression. 

The Chapman Law Review would like to express our 
gratitude to Professor Donald Kochan for his tireless guidance 
and assistance with this issue—from his efforts in developing the 
topic and recruiting the CSR scholars, to envisioning the 
“newspaper project,” to his personal contribution to the discourse 
on Corporate Social Responsibility.  

We would like to thank our Faculty Advisor Professor 
Rosenthal for his guidance and focus throughout this school 
year—assisting the Law Review to move in a direction where 
scholarship and intellectual debate are the guiding pillars behind 
our editorial decisions. Chapman Law Review is grateful for the 
support from the faculty and administration. We would especially 
like to thank Dean Campbell for his contribution to our CSR 
discussion, his role in facilitating the publishing of the Dale E. 
Fowler dedication transcript, and his continued support of the 
Law Review’s endeavors. 

Finally, I would like to personally thank the members of the 
2013–2014 Executive Board for their endless hours of hard work 
and diligence. It was an absolute privilege to work beside such a 
talented, dedicated, and caring group of individuals. 

 
Nancy J. Sandoval 

Editor-in-Chief 
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